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Comments to the Arbuthnott Commission on Boundary Differences and Voting Systems 
in Scotland.

Australia has had a long history of experimenting with electoral systems.  Currently eight of 
the 15 houses of parliament in Australia are elected using single-member electorates and 
preferential voting.  The remaining seven are now elected by the quota-preferential method of 
proportional representation (sometimes called Hare-Clark which applies particularly to 
Tasmania and the Australian Capital Territory).  

Nationally and in most States, the same voters elect the two houses at the one time but by two 
different methods.  This allows a comparison of how the two methods perform, particularly in 
terms of voter and party representation.

As an example, the results from the 2001 Federal election for Australia are attached 
(Attachment 1 and 2).  These attachments show the results for the House of Representatives 
(where members are elected from single-member electorates using preferential voting) and 
the Senate (where each State is a multi-member electorate and the quota-preferential method 
of proportional representation is used).

In both cases, both party and voter representation was better for the Senate where 
proportional representation was used.

Australia has not yet experimented with top-up methods as used in Scotland and New 
Zealand.  However list methods have been tried twice in Australia, for both the South 
Australian Legislative Council and the Assembly for the Australian Capital Territory.  In both 
cases, the list systems were soon abandoned and replaced by the quota-preferential method of 
proportional representation.

Based on experience in Australia, the Electoral Reform Society of South Australia urges the 
Commission to give serious consideration to recommending multi-member electorates and 
STV for Scottish elections.

The Society believes the best models in Australia are those for the Tasmanian House of 
Assembly and the Assembly for the Australian Capital Territory.  These have such 
innovations as optional preferential voting, Robson rotation (for the order of candidates on 
the ballot paper, particularly within each party list), and filling vacancies by countback. 
While the Society would be willing to provide more detail it would be appropriate to 
approach the relevant governments/legislatures.



Background on the Electoral Reform Society of South Australia

The Electoral Reform Society of South Australia was established in 1930 to promote the 
quota-preferential method of proportional representation for all elections (called STV in 
Britain).

South Australia has a proud history in relation to the adoption of proportional representation:

• In 1840 the first public election in the world using proportional representation 
principles was held in South Australia to elect the Municipal Corporation for the 
City of Adelaide.  This was also the first local government election in Australia.  It 
was a primitive form of proportional representation - those entitled to vote (all 
resident males – there was no requirement to own property) could meet together to 
form groups or ‘quorums’ to elect candidates.  The Act dealing with the method of 
election had been drawn up by Rowland Hill, Secretary of the Colonisation 
Commission for South Australia (later to invent the penny post).

• One of the most prominent historical figures to campaign for proportional 
representation came from South Australia.  While born in Melrose, Scotland, 
Catherine Helen Spence lived in Adelaide from 1839 to her death in 1910.  She 
was a non-partisan public figure, a social reformer and campaigner for women’s 
rights, and a great literary figure and educator.  Miss Spence was a passionate 
campaigner for proportional representation, and as a way of advancing this system 
she stood as a candidate for the 1897 Federal Convention, thereby becoming 
Australia’s first female political candidate.  More details about this remarkable 
woman can be found from the Women and Politics in South Australia section in 
the State Library of South Australia website 
www.slsa.sa.gov.au/women_and_politics by clicking onto the section about 
Spence.  

• South Australia’s Legislative Council has been elected by the quota-preferential 
method of proportional representation since 1982. 

• The quota-preferential method of proportional representation is now the method 
used for all local government elections in South Australia.

The introduction of STV for Scottish elections would be a fitting tribute to Catherine Helen 
Spence.

http://www.slsa.sa.gov.au/women_and_politics
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